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ABSTRACT
A suitably weighted Index: Tree such as a B-tree or a Suff'1X Tree can be
easily adapted to store. for a given string % and foro. all substrings w of
·--:-------z-;-tbe-numoer of-distinct-mst.aoces oPwwong z-:-Thest.orage nee-dei::l--- is seen to be linear in the length of %: moreover, the whole statistics
can itself be derived in linear time. off-line of a RAM.,
.

If the substring w has Dontrivial periods. however. the number of distinct instances might diller from that of distinct nonoveTlapping
occurrences along x. It is shown here that O(n log n) storage units - n
standing for the length of x - are sufficient to organize this second kindof statistics. in such a way that the maximum number of nonoverlapping instances for arbitrary w. along x can be retrieved in a number of
character comparisons not exceeding the length of w.
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Tbis paper was typeset in UNIX-TROFF using standard Tunes Roman font for the
text. Most symbols are Italics with Italics subscript and/or superscripts. Font
style examples are reported in the table of next page.
Attention is called on the following special symbols:

cx...{J,7.1J ,JJ..V are Greek. lower case alpha. beta, gamma.., theta. mu, nu.
IN is a special upper case 'N' used to denote the cardinality of the set of the.
integers._
A

=

o

is 'mathematical equal' with a superimposed triangle; this is used. to denote
'equal by definition'.

is a small square used to mark the. end of proofs:
E:

is the 'member of' sign and should not be confused with E.

The l and J ('left floor' and 'right floor'. Le.. left and right bottom of big square
bracket) signs should not be confused with square brackets.
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-6FIGURE CAPTIONS
F"Igure 1: The suffix tree of the striDg abbaabbS
Figure 2: Weighted Trees for (st)'s (partial).
-------(a).Suffix-tree.with.weights.from-C,L--~---·--

(b) Suffix tree (noncompact version) with weights from C2
(c) Minimal Augmented Sutfix Tree with weigbts. from C2 •
Figure 3: No two auxiliary nodes from N 2 can fall

OD.

the same original arc of T:.

Figure 4: "Illustration for Example 2•.

Figure 5: The extraction of necklaces from a run of segments.
Figure 6: The two necklaces extracted from the run of F"Lg._5.
Figure 7: A run may contain more than one chunk.
Figure 8: Assuming that two consecutive chunks at a. overlap en more thanp-l
positions generates a contradiction.
Figure 9: The effect of the contraction of segments in a necklace.
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. ABSTRACT

'

A suitably weighted Index Tree such as a B-tree or a Suffix Tree can be
easily adapted to store. for a given string x and for all substrings w of
Z
the number of distinct instances of w along :z:. The storage needed
is seen to be linear in the length of x: moreover, the whole statistics
can itself be derived in linear time. off-line of a RAM.
I

If the substring w has nontrivial periods. however/·the number of distinct instances might differ from that of distinct nonoverlapping
occurrences along :r;. It is shown here that O(n log n) storage units - n
standing for the length of x - are sufficient to organize this second kind
of statistics. in such a way that the maximum number of nonoverlapping instances for arbitrary w along x can be retrieved in a number of
character comparisons not exceeding the length of w.
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-21. INTRODUCTION

Clever pattern matching techniques and tools [AH,KM,BM,GA.,AG] have been
developed in recent years t.o count (and locale) all distinct occurrences of an
assigned substring w (the pattern) within a st.ring

%

(the- text). As is well known.

this problem can be solved in 0(1% I) time, regardless of whether instances of

the same pattern w that overlap - i.e.. share positions in x - have to be distinctly
detected. or else the search is limited to one of the stream.s of consecutive
Donoverlapping occurrences of 'UJ.
When frequent queries of this kind.. are in order on a fixed text. each queryinvolving a different pattern. it might be convenient to preprocess

:r;

to oon-

struct an auxiliary index tree [AH,WE,MC,MR] storing in O([x [) space information ,about the structure. of x. This auxiliary tree is to be exploited during the
searches as the state transition diagram of a finite automation. whose input is
the pattern being sought. and requires only time linear in the length of the pattern to know whether or not the latter is a substring of z. It will become
apparent in the following that some simple additional manipulations on the tree
make it possible to count the number of distinct (possibly overlapping)
instances of any pattern w in:z; in O( IwI) steps. In other words, the full statistics (With possible overlaps) of the substrings of a given string

%

can be precom-

puted in one of these trees. within time and space linear-Ln the textlength.
Contrary to the single-substring case, the efficient computation and storage
of the full statistics without overlaps is a more difficult problem. Apart from its
purely combinatorial interest, this problem is relevant in a variety of computer
applications in computational linguistics. data compression, text editing, pattern recognition. signal processing. etc.
In Sections 2-4 of this paper, we present a structure. derived from sulIl.."C
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trees [Me], which collects iD.d( I" [logl" I) stor.g. units ell distinct suhstrings
of:z: in such a way as to make it possible to know, for each such substring
in

I'ILl I

comparisons, the maximum number of templates of

aligned on

%

'ILl

'ILl

and

that can be

so as to match the textstring while not overlapping with one

another. It is worth to point out that the actual alignment of the templates
along the textstring might not be umque.
We show that the proposed index,. that we call Augmented Suffix Tree (AST,
for short). is unique in its minimal form for any "assigned string. Thus the rest of
the paper is devoted to the analysis of the structure of the mjnimal AST associ-

ated with an arbitrary string. A!3. indicated earlier. the AS.T is constructively
viewed as a modiflcation of the standard suffix tree, carried out in a bottom-up
process that constructs the AST by merging two ASTs and by inserting the extra
nodes required by the change in statistics. Although this process is readily carried out in time O(! z 12), in a subsequent paper we shall present a algorithmic
technique achieving the same objective in time

oC].:z: 12).

2. PREI.ThlTNARIES

Let [ be a finite alphabet and [+ the free semigr.oup generated by I. A
str-m.g

%e:.J+ is fully specified by writing

(i = 0.1. . .. ,n -1) and Iz
stored

x

= aOa l

as

an

array

. , • fIn-I' W

such that

I

111 =aOa,l"

denotes the length of

%[0:n-1],· where

%.

* We

. fIn-to

'a;. A factor of

%

CLj,El

assume here that

xCi] -= ll.f,{i -= 0,1, ... ,n-l).

is a substring of x if there exist indices i,j

111 =l%.(ai+l· .

where

is a substring of

%

%

is

Given

(O~i:=:;j ~n -1)

and its starting

index in (0.1, ... ,n-1) (that is, a positioned substring). The notation x(i,j) is
used to denote the factor of x:x[i]x[i+l] .. 'x[j]. A left (right) factor of x is a

prefix (suffu) of x.

Tv{o factors x(i,j) and x(m.h) are equivalent if their

• Occasionally in what follows it ",iiI be assUII:!.ed implicitly that

Ixl = n.
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associated substrings are identicaL Moreover.' two equivalent factors x (i,j) and

x (m ,k) are said to overlap if either
. m sj <h

or

ish

<; .

The set of all di.stinct nonempty-substrings of-% (wards) is called the 'Uoca-

bula:ry of z and denoted by 1';. Awe.ighted vocabulary for z is any pair
where C~ V:,
nwnber Ie

-f

(V~.C).

JN is a mapping that associates 1ri.th each strlog w e: ~ a natural.

= C(w).

This work is devoted to the study of two' partiQuLar weighted vocabularies.
Namely,

el

associates with each we:V: the number. of distinct equivalent factors

of z that correspond to

w:

on the other hand, C 2 associates with each w e:V: the

ing to w and such that it is possible to write x =WtWWZWWs •.. W'Wp+l with
WdE1·

(d = 1,2, ... ,P+l),

In the following, we will

ref~r

to the pairs (1t;,C 1) and

(~.C2)

as to the

statistics of type 1 (OT with overlaps) and type 2 (or without overlaps), respeclively.

3. STRUCTURING i7EIGHTED VOCABllLl\RlES

A:3 is well known, there can be as many as O(n 2 ) distinct words in a string :r
of length n.

This is certainly the case if no two distinct factors of z are

equivalent. In practice. however, the number of distinct substrings is often less
than the nwnber of factors, since imposing that the latter be all dillerent
implies that the string itself reduces to one of the permutations of the symbols
in some subset

7 of

I. In the other extreme, the string x=a:n. has

I V;l

=n: in

this case the string itself is a suitable representation for V;::. and O(n) storage
suffices for any pair (V;, C) as induced by an arbitrarily chosen set of weights.

-5Ne-giectiiig for a moment the weights in C, consider first the problem of
organizing in a compact way the distinct words of 1';. Letting $ be a special
symbol not included in I, V;z: can be conveniently stored into the so-called suffi:I:
tree [M AL, Me] T: for %$. As is well known, such a tree T;:: is rooted. has D(n)

nodes and for a string xS is defined- as follows: Each arc is associated "nth a word
in Y;; by names of a suitable factor of :r: (0. n) • .and each pat.h from the root to a

leaf describes the suffix. obtained: by concatenating the substrings associated
with the sequence of its arcs. Thus, if %$ is stored in.:Z:[O:n], a leaf of T: is
labelled with the· integer i if the corresponding path describes the suffix :r: (j ,n)._

An. arc is labelled by an ordered pair (i,i)

(i~j) if

the associated substring is

identical to the substring of the factor :z: (i,i).

Although a brute force approach would use O(n 2 ) operations to construct
Tz: for

Ix I =n,

there e~st clever algorithms for its construction in linear time

[AH. WE,Me].
•4.ny vertex a of T:: distinct from the root. describes a substring W(a) of z in
a natural way (the concatenation of the factors associated wi.th the arcs leading
to a from the root); vertex ex is called the proper locus of f'I(a). In general. for
any

W E: V::,

the loc'lLS' a of w is the unique vertex of T.; such that

W

is a prefix of

W(a.) and W(FATHER(a)) is a proper prefix of w. It follows from the definition of
T:: that for any substring w of x whose locus is a, the number of distinct
occurrences of w in x (the number of equivalent factors associated with w) is
equal to the number of leaves of the subtree of T:: rooted at cx. In. addition, the
labels of the leaves of this subtree completely identify the positions of the first
symbols of all factors whose substrings are identical to w.
Once T= is used to store

'V:: ,

the set of weights C 1 can be readily computed

and stored into the tree itself in a straigbtfonV"ard way: indeed, it will sullice to
visit the tree in post-order while evaluating the locally defined function that

-6- -~-
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Figare L The sufIiz tree of the string abb=bb$
associates with each node in T: the number of leaves of the subtree rooted. at
that. node. If each node a is provided a special field to store the value Cl(w)

pertaining to the word w of z such that W(a.) =w the resulting weighed tree can
I

be exploited to know, for any arbitrary pattern
parisons proportional t.o

I'U I.

'U

~I+-

and in a number of com-

the number of instances oI-v that are -found ill z.·

Indeed. starting from the root of Tz ' we scan the downward path in response
to the symbols of

7J.

then only a prefix of

If. at any point in the process, a -mismatch is detected,
11

appears in x. Otherwise, aiter the last symbol of 11 has

been matched, then the locus a of

'U

contains the weight C1(v). Notice that this

is true regardless of whether a. is the proper locus of 'IJ.
The organization of (V:z;. C2 ) along the same lines is not so easy. In fact, it is
not obvious that the original O(n) nodes in T= shall sufiice in general to carry all
• To evoid unnecesse.ry burden in notations we tri!l. II!ake no distinction,
bctween oriGbcl tees nnd their weighted ver:rio:IS.

h~e

and hereclter,

-7-

n_8_eded i.I¥qrm!30tion. To,m.Me
(refer to Figure 2). Let

%

tJ!t~_ point cl~jger._~!Jnside_r_th~J!Jllo.yriDg_e_xample

= (st ):5s and assume for simplicity that S,t €.l.
I

Con~

sider now the portion of T: that corresponds to. all substrings in the form {sf ).1;: s

(k

0.1, ... ,5)-:--The vertices of

in 'Figure'2(ii) have been labelled ~th tbe'

T:

weights that the previously described computation would ordinarily attribute to
them. Such labels are not needed of course on the leaves. which are loci of sub-

strings tbat occur only

ODee

within:%, by ccnstru.ction. Figure 2(b) displays the

same part of the tree T: with additional internal nodes. which are used to store

the values of C2 that could not be accommodated in the. original tree. The additional nodes have degree one and might force the overall number of vertices in
the tree to be o( I% 12 ) in the worst case [AR]. However. an inspection of the
figure also shows that not all of the extra nodes are strictly necessary: in fact, if
we retain only those extra nodes whose C2 -value is different from that of the
subsequent original node. then just the locus of st is kept. as shown in Figure
2(c). Notice that the same argument still holds if s and t are asswned to be
arbitrary words in I·, provided that

st is not of the form (v)P. for some vEI+

andp;:::2.
We define an Augmented Sujfiz Tree (AST) for the string x, d~noted
any suiIix tree for
for any word

%

T::.

as

that has been expanded with extra nodes in such a way that.

UEY;. the locus a of 1J

is labelled with C:a(v). Notice the similarity

between an AST. such as the one depicted above for string (st )55 • and the posi~
tion tree [AH] for the string in its non-compact version [AH,WE].
Further, we say that an AST is minimal if the removal of any of its internal
nodes causes the resulting structure not to be an.AST any longer. It is easy to
show that. if T:: is minimal, tben the C:a value of any of the vertices of degree one
must differ from the one associated with its (unique) son.

2

(b)

6

Figure 2. Weighted Trees for (sf)'. (partial).
2
(a) Suffix tree with weights from C1
(b) Suffix: tree (non compact version) with weights from C2
(c) Minimal Augmented SufIix Tree with weights from C2
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-'lb.eorem-1:-For-any-%r::.r±.-tbere-is-a~unique-minimal-AS'r--for-%-.----

Proof:

•.el)

Assume by contradiction tha.t T:

•

(2)

and Tz are both

mjnirnal

A8T's

- - - - - - - - - - - j ' f o r - : - .-Sinc·e~th-e-wi-de·rlyirig-sutfiX-t.reesmustOelaent~lli"'_"'n-~

they must ditl'er in the nodes of degree 1. . Let al be one such node
... (1)

... (2)

in, say, T: • with no homologous node in T:

the string in ~ whose locus-is

and let

11

= W(a.l)

be

• (1)
al"

'By the·mjnjmalit.y of T:z;-

if a. is

the symbol following' Weal)' then the locus· of the string l1a must be
labelle~ with a weight d.i.fferent from the one associated with

the other hand.

11

and

11a

Cli.

On

share the same locus (and weights) in

• (2)

T= •

z.

50

that the two trees are not both correct AST's for the string

o

Hereafter. we will use the notation T,;: to -indicate the unique minimal AST

associated with the string x.
4. MINIMAL AUGJIlliNTED SUFFIX TREES

In this section, we will show that O(nlog n) storage suffices to store the
minimal AST

T~

associated with any given string-z of length n.

In order to derive this property of T~. however. some definitions and background results are to be reviewed.
Anint_gerp is aperi.odof:z: iiz(i)=:z:(i+p) (i=l.2.... I:z:I-p). Astring:z: is
periodic if it has a period of size not larger than l:t 1/2. Let z be periodic and

let p be its smallest period: the

pre.fi..~

(suffix) of x length p is called the left

(right) Toot of:t with respect to p. We remark that the notions of periodicity
and overlap among equivalent factors are closely related.: indeed it is easily seen

-10 -

[KM,LOJ) that the~twofaotors:Z:(~l.d)-and-.,(j.n)if"'d+1.
are equivalent iff there- ~
are k '" 2,

S

EI" and tEr, suoh that:z: = (st)·s, with 1st [ =;-1.

Recall al.so that a string z€I+ is prUnili:ue. if. setting % .=ul: implies 1£ =z and
k = 1. It is a simple exercise to show that.. with the aid. of a suffix tree. we can
decide in linear tim.e

string

%

if

a string is primitive (or-.if any of its prefixes is not). A

e:r is strrrn.gly prim.itive or square-free if. expressiDg

with 'U€I+ and

'lJl''U2Er,

implies

if each we: V: is primitive.

It;

= i. Equivalently,

%

%

as :z: = 1hukv:j.

is square-free

if and. only

Notice. that the minimal AST for a square-free

%

reduces to the su:ffi..x: tree T::r:: so that- the type 1 and type 2.statistics for:c also
coincide. However, to decide efficiently whether a string is square-free is a
rather complicated problem. Indeed. although O(n 2)_time algorithms can be
readily

developed

on

the

basis

of

existing

pattern

matching

tools

[AH.KM.BM.GA.AG], optimal algorithm.s for the cases where the alphabet size can
be regarded as a constant have been introduced only recently [CM. L..\f] (efr. also

[AL]).
A repetition in z

is a factor

::(i,m) for which there are indices t.d

(i <d "'; sm) suoh that: (a) :z:(i.j) is equivalent to "(d,m); (b) "(i,d-1)
corresponds to a primitive word.; (c) x[j +1] ~x [m+l]. It is easily ~een that the
notion of repetition is also closely related to overlaps among equivalent factors.
Indeed. a repetition is a periodic factor in the form (st)J: s where k

r:

t €..

> 1. s€I· and

as such. it is completely identified by the triple of its starting position i.

its period p

= d-l,

and its length L

= m -i+l.

respectively, and is denoted by

the symbol R(i,p,L).
Efficient search for all distinct repetitions in a string is somewhat more
involved than simply testing for string square-freedom: three strategies have
been developed, to date, which detect all distinct repetitions in a string in time

O(n log n) [CR.AP,ML]. As is well-known, the number of distinct repetitions in

- 11-

some st.ring -is-lower-bounded- by '71.1ogn.-[eR].so-that.-trivially, -the running-times
of the above algorithms are also asymptotically·optimal.

above discussion suggests. repetitions are responsible for the additional nodes

.

.

inserted in T= to obtain T;z:" In T;z:. we call oTig1:nal the nodes also present in T=

and auzilia:ry all the additional nodes.

Theorem 2:

If cc. is an auxiliary node of T:z:. tben there BrB substrings 'IL, 1JEV=
and an _integer k ~ 1 such that W(a:) == 1£ = vI: and there is a repetition in z in the form v mv ' with v' a prefix of 'U and m

~ 2k.

.

Proof:

Indeed. letting in T:z::. IJ. and v be the father and son node of ct,

respectively,

be a symbol

by

fL

the

EI such that w

definition

= ua.r. with T E!·.

we

have

Since a. has outde-

gree one, then all instances of u (ua) in z. whether· overlapping

with one another or not. occur as pre:tlJc:es of w. Therefore, C2 (u)
can differ from C2 ( w) oo1y if some pair(s) of consecutive overlapping instances of w host two overlapping occurrences of ua whose
preiixes u. do not overlap anymore. Hence u 2e:V::; obviously u

2

must correspond ill :r: to the prefix of a repetition which has the
form u 2u p u' or 1J2J;v~u' depending on whether u is primitive or
not.

o

Based on the n log n bound on the number of distinct repetitions in :r:, it is
not difficult to derive that the minimal AST associated with x has a number of
nodes bounded by D(n log n). We choose to give here a proof of this bound that
sheds additional information on the distribution of au.'"dliary nodes in T=:_

-12 -

- - --AliiiIiafy-nodes-are--fUfthersubdiVi"dea-iiito two-Class-es. "7v1 ana- Ni.-accord='ing to the following property: a node a belongs to N 1 if it is the locus of the root

_____~u:.~.0:.f~'o:.m=e:.:r:e~p:e::t':"ti:"o:n::..:~::..::z::. ~,::o::th::.:e:~::":e:..::it:.:b:e:;:lo:n:g~,:. ::t:o::N::.;,"~..::N::o:ti::":0:e::b:y:...:Th=:e::o::r::e::m::..:2:,::t::ha=t=--_-'--._if a€.N 2• then. by Theorem 2, it is the locus of a substring in the form u.t. for

some primitive 'It and k:

Theorem 3:

> 1.

The minimal AST To::: for x has O(nlogn) auxiliary nodes.

Proof:
To prove the claim. we make use of the following well-knownperiaciidly Lemma [LS,LE]:

--

-13 ------~---

temlIl"'--- - - -----

If wEr has periods p and q. and

---

Iw I ~p+l. -then 'W

has period

gort(p,q ).
To start with the proof. let R(i,p,L) be one of the repetitions in:r:
and let u be its (primitive) left root. If the repetition R is in the

form

for some k > 1. tben it is easily seen that no auxiliary

ull;

nodes are needed in T: on the path from the root to the locus of
:z:(i,n). Therefore. it will be assumed that -R be in the .form (st)'=s
with k

> 1 and

tiS €.l+.

Consider the nodes in N 1 firsL -The number of distinct factors that
correspond to substrings of the form u 2 equals the number of dis~

tinct repetitions in

X_I

_and this last nLunber is bounded by n log n.

Therefore. the number of distinct. roots of repetitions in x cannot
exceed this bound. Whence the-cardinality of N 1 is at most nlogn.

Next, consider the nodes in N 2 - By definition, if

then there must be a factor in

%

fJ is such a node

that corresponds to a word in the

form W(P)W(P). We claim that there cannot be two nodes of N 2 in

.To:: that are inserted into the same arc of To::.

In fact. assume for a contradiction. that there are two such nodes,
J.L and v, inserted into the same original arc from p to

Figure 3). Since J.L and

V

=11.'

W(v) =v·

U

I

'IJ

rz!+.

U. 'IJ

in T= (see

are auxiliary nodes in N 2 • then it must be:
W(p.)

for some

7"

printitive and k. d:2:: 2.
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T

EI+, that is,

'Uri

= ul:r. Now T must be a prefix of u: indeed since

J1. is an anxjljary node in T=. its associated weight in C2 is such that
C2 (ft);?::2. which means that there is at last one occurrence of u2J:;
in_ x

I

whose locus must fall on the leafwards extension of the path

from the root of v.

W(v) has periods

lu.I

Therefore,
and

Jud.I = d.[ 'lJ I > 111 I + 1'1L I

Iv I at the

J

so that

same time. which contradicts

the hypothesis that 'l}, be primitive.

-

In conclusion. any two auxiliary nodes in N2 in T= appear in dis-

tinct original arcs of Tz • whence the cardinality of N 2 is bounded
by O(n). This completes the proof.

0

Haring established individual bounds for the sizes of N L and N 2 is useful in
studying MAST's of special classes of strings. For instance, consider the class of

strings r such that u 2 e:V=. with u primitive. implies also that u 3 e:V:" By using
the periodicity Lemma as in Theorem 3 above, it can be shown [AA] that the size

of set N 1 is bounded by n for such strings. whence their MAST's need only D(n)
storage.

We conclude this section by remarking that it is an_-open problem to deter-

mine

l ..

hether there are MASTs that actually require

~(n log

n) space.
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,,

,

.'

'.

-. -):;j
"

~\

.'

••

"',

Figure 3.

No two anxjliery nodes from.N 2 can fall
on the same original arc of T=_

5. CONSTRUCTING M!NThlAL ASTs

The preceding discussion on the structure of MASTs naturally' suggests the
following construction algorithm:

A.

Construction of the Sufiix.Tree T:;: for input string z.

B.

Detection of all repetitions in x 'with consequent introduction, in T:. of
an au."Ciliary node a. any tUne there happens to be a factor of x in the
form v 2 and v has no proper locus in the tree.

-16 -

each auxiliary node whose weight is found to be identical to that of its

(unique) son.
As mentioned earlier. step A can be carried in D(n) time by known methods

[AH,WE,MC]. It

'Was

shown in [AP] that tbe suffix tree T: itself can be used to

detect in optimal D(n log n) time and space O(n) - all distinct repetitions in-x.
This is done by a rather sophisticated bottom-up merge of leaves in T: and by
exploiting the following simple property of T=:.

Lemma 0 [AP]:

R(i,p,L) is a repetition of z. if and ocly if there is a vertex a in T=
such that I W(a) I ~P. where i and j =i+p are consecutive leaves in
the subtree of T= rooted at a.

We shall see in Section 7 how this process can be modified so as to insert
additional nodes

on-the~fty

from a son to a father node, whenever needed. How-

ever, the discussion of step C requires some preliminary considerations on the
actual computation of

C2~values

associated with internal nodes of T:.

Let v be an arbitrary pattern of z. We call v-tagging of:z: any maximal set
of nonoverlapping factors of z all of which correspond to 'IJ; in addition. we call

COTTLpa.ct v-tagging of x. and denote it by P. the unique maximal set z(i lt il);
x(i 2,j2):.··x(i};,j};). of equivalent factors such that x (irJ.+ITirt+l) is the instance of
v closest to Z(~,jd) and not overlapping with it (d

= 1.2,

... ,k).

Example 1: Let x = b a b a. b a b a. b a. b b a. b a. b a., and v = a. b a. Then

babab a b a b a b b a b aba
aba

a b a

a b a

and
bababab a b a b b a b a b a
a b a

aba

aba

-17 --~-~--~~~--

are both v-taggings of %. The unique compact v~tagging of % is:

babababababbababa
aba aba
aha
Theorem 4:

Let k be the cardinality of the compact

'lJ -tagging

of :z:. Then

C,(vJ=k.
Proof:

Indeed. it is obviously C2(V) ~k. Let then pI be any v-ta-9gi:n9 with

IP'I =m,

and consider the ordered sets Q ;;;fP-PnP'j and

Q'.= ~P' -PnP'j. By construction. however we choose an element
:Z:(i,.'.iT") from Q', there must be a corresponding element x (ir,jr)

in Q such that

ir <i,.' <4.

Moreover, consecutive elements of Q

(Q 'J do not overlap. whence I Q' I'" IQ I and: m '" k,

0

The above discussion. makes it natural to organize the C:z weighting process
of the tree as a new bottom-up computation on sorted lists of leaves: the merging at node ct of the sorted lists of its offsprings can also be used to construct
the compact W(a}-tagging of x. 10 addition, steps (B) and (C) above could be
easily combined into a unique bottom-up computation.

In any case, the weighting of internal nodes appears to be the most timeconsuming operation, as it may require '19-(71. 2 ) steps in the worst case. In order
to improve over such a performance. we have to study more in depth the struclure and evolution of compact taggings.

6. RUNS, CHUNIlli AND NECKLACES
Let Sea) be the ordered sequence of leaves in the·subtree of T:: rooted at
vertex: a, and let i and j be two elements of S(a), with i <j. Segment i is the
factor rI(a) starting at i. Segments i and j are said to overlap ii j - i < I rI(a) I.
Mare over, if segments i and j overlap and are consecutive. then leaf i is called
the origin for j

and leaf j

is called the detector for i.

Notice that two
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origin and a detector at the same time. as shown in Lhe following example:
--_.-

Example 2:

Consider the string of Fig. 4.

abcabcabcabcabcab
Segment 0 t - - - - - - f
Segment 3
,..,- - - - ;
Segment 6
,1-1- - - -....
Segment 9
••-----~
Figuxe4_
Illustration for Example 2

With reference to that ligure, let W(a) = abc_ abc ab. Then leaves
0.3.6, and 9 are in the subtree of T= rooted at ct. Clearly. segment
6 and segment 0 overlap, although they are not consecutive. In
addition. leaf 3 is the origin for 6 and the detector for

Q.

It will be necessary to consider sequences of overlapping- segments. To this end..

. we introduce the notion of "runs" of segments

D2fi.Dition 1:

If i o,i 1
i j + 1 -i,-

'"

(a~ a) as follows:

is+! is _a substring of Sea) and i 1 -io~ I W(a.) I.
j = 1.2..... s-l. and ;'+1 -;," I Weal I the

< I 17(a) I for

sequence of segments i 1 ,i 2 •

•••

I

i:r

is a run.

Segments i 1 and is are called. respectively, the head and the tail of the run.
The spa.n of the run is the interval which is the union of the segments in the run.

Within a run we single out the following important subsequence of segments:

D~:fi.niti.on 2:

A necklace is a maximal subsequence of segments in
that only consecutive segments overlap.

EI.

run such

Necklaces are extracted from a run by means of a simple scan of it. The input
run is described as a doubly-connected list with pointers SUCC and FRED and
terminal item

I«

(in addition. the dummy predecessor of the first segment is sup-

posed to be nonoverlapping with it). Necklaces

1]101]2

are queues.

~.

1.
2.
3.

begin s +- first segment of input run;
j +-1;
while s ¢: .. do (j the scan continues f)

---~-4.

begin->7r~--------------------------

if SUee[s] " • do

5.
6.
7.

while suee[s] overlap. do
if SUee[s] overlaps PRED[s] then DELETE suee[s]

B.
9.
10.
11.

else begins
i~i+1;

12.

s

~

suee[s]:

~~

end:
~SUee[,,]

end
end.
The action of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5. where string segments are
schematically shown as straight line segments and numbered consecutively

-------l

5

1-1

2

51

If--=--------l

FIgUre 5
The erlraction of necklaces from a run of segments.

Segment

Sl

is entered into necklace 711 by step 4, while segments

are entered by step 9. After entering

S4'

S2'

s:J and

S4

the test in step 7 passes and segment

s:; is deleted. Next, the condition of the while loop (at line 6) no longer holds,
since

So

= SUCC [s 4,]

does not overlap s 4- and necklace 712 is initialized in steps 11
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and 12. Thus we extract the two necklaces 111 and 112 shown in F"Ig. 6.

~-

-...I.

r \'-

~

\

V

~

r--_~r

V

~1

~2

-F1gure6

The two necklaces extracted from the run.of F"J..g. 5.
For ease of reference, it will be convenient. to consider. each necklace as an

alternating sequence of fTUZSter and slrrue segments. the first term. being a maslet". Also. a necklace is odd or even depending upon the parity of the number of

its segments. (Both 1] 1 and 712 above are even necklaces.)
Nole that, by the definition of necklace, two consecutive segments of a
necklace cannot be disjoint occurrences of W(a). However. since ~nly conseculive segments overlap in a necklace, we have the following straightforward
result.

Lemma 1:

The value of C2(W(a» equals the number of master segments in all
necklaces at a.

It must be noted that there may be leaves of S (a.) fallin'g within the span of
a necklace that do not belong to it. _This may happen when the smallest period p
of W(ll.) is less than

I PI(a) 1/ 2 and

lY(a.)::: (st).I;' s' is

0.

substring of some maximal

repetition R(i,p,L) of x in the form (st).l:s, with k. >k' ~2 and

is I> Is'[.

This

- 21- - - - - - - - - -

suggests consideration of a new type of subassembly in a nm which is quite

relevant to our objectives.

A chu:nk is a ·.maximal substring of a run such that
(j = 2.3•...• s)is not larger t.hanp < I W(a)[ 12.

_Definition 3 [GA]:

is -~-1

As an immediate consequence of the periodicity lemma we have:
If W(a) bas minimum period p < I W(a)1/2. tbell tbe diJIerellce
between the starting positions of two consecutive segments in a
chunk is exactly p.

Lemma 2 [GA]:

Notice that a' given run may contain more than one chunk. as indicated in the

exampie of Fig. 7.
W(a.) = a b a b a b a a b a b a b a b a a b a_b
p=labababaabl=9
.abababaab~b~~_':ib3:ab.ab.3;babaabah_ababalahabrabaababa

s.g.O

[Wi:>:)]

,

,

I seg. 9

CHUNK
seg. 18

CHUNK

-

t

seg. 34

-----_.--- FigtIrc 7
A run may contain more than one chunk.

As shown in this e:<::ample, two consecutive chun.ks in the

SUIIle

run may overlap.

However, this overlap is bounded as prescribed by the follOWing lemma:

L~mmi1. 3:

Two consecutive chunks at a may overlap at most for q <p positions, where p < I W(a) 1/ 2 is the minimwn period of W(a).
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Proof:
Let_ i 1,i2 .-•

•• _, im-"and-;-l.iz

. '·__'_.;,.__ be __tb.e._segment

in the __ tirst and

second (consecutive) chunks, respectively. It follows from Lemma
We

;, <i", + W(a)

p.

assume,

Notice

for

a.

contradiction..

(for

that

that

some

c =ll W(all/pJ), otherwise,;' would belong to the same chunk a.

-

._----

'.-=o.._~

-_..

Figure B

Assuming that two consecutive chunks"at a overlap

on more than p -1 positions generates a contradiction.

Letting u be the root of Wea). this means that there are words w
and

1J

such that it is u =wv =vw (see Fig. 8), Le.• there is a oon-

trivial cyclic shift of
implies that it is

'lL

'lL

= 'lJt

that turns this word into itself. But this
or

'l.L

=w t

assumption that'lL be primitive.

with t ~ 2. which contradicts the

0

For future reference. 've remark that the contribution of a chunk to the C2 value

Ot the necklace to which it belongs may be retrieved at once from the knowledge
of

I W(a) I.

of the period p of W(a), of the span of the chunk and of the type

(master or slave) of its first segment

iI'

the chunk head. In fact, i

l

must be

necessarily either a master or a slave segment by Lemma 3. and the same is

•.......

0'-- "

_

- 23true-of-the -second-segment-i"2-as-weIl.-If-ilis-in-a--chunk-of-span-L--; then there"
/>.

are exactly t:Ho(L-[ W(a.}[)/p segments in the chunk: starting at positions i
i

1

+p,

... i 1 + Ip by Lemma 2. Let 'ij (j
I

-C2

in the chunk. and let.

l•

= 1,2) be the leftmost master segment

be the contribution of the span of the chunk to

C2 (W(a». Then tedious yet straightforward manipulations show that:

r

L,

1

[I W(a) j
r

L-+ltl

llw(a)I+ltl

if W(a)

1

j if

=",' with

",€I+

W(a) = (st)'s with s,te:r

with:

L
if;=!
L1 = ( L -p if ; = 2

We concLude this section with the .following simple- observation. For each
chunk: of W(a). we c~ _chu:nkhead the above segment ij (j = 1,2) and assume
!:.bat. the needed information (span. period. etc.) is available. Then the value of

C2 (W(a» can be counted by identifying in Sea) the number of master segments
that belong to a necklace, but not to a chunk. and then adding to the value thus
obtained the contribution of each individual chunk. *
While this section considers the structural properties of runs; cbunks and
necklaces as static objects. the· next section will consider the dynamical

.

behavior of these objects when constructing T~ as a modification of T=-o

• We re::nerk that. by the dciinition of necklace. if i 1• i:z .. ~ are consecutive segments w
witil jw 1 > (ir-ij _ l ). j = 1,2• . . . .' k.-l. t.he;X the construction 0: :!1ccklaces for all seGments W of x par'"..itions the set I == ~'£ 10'£2 ••• '£lc: into two subsels J I and 12 (with 12 possibly empty) so thc:t. the segme:nts of [lore ail in the sc.me necyJllee CUld 'tilose in [2 are
dele1.cd. In pllTticular, the segments in a chunk CD.IlD.ot be partitioned bel.ween nro distinct
necklaces.
0

l
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.

We now revisit. the bottom-up construction of T:;: from T= as outlined at the
beginning of Section 5. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that T= is initially a binary tree (this does not afIect the generality of our discussion [AP]).
and ",ve will denote by 1':1:' the partially updated structure that is obtained from
T:z:: by the time the algorithm handles node a.. Node ex can be a node originally in

T: or an auxiliary node recent.ly inserted. In this latter case it rema.i.D.s to be
determined whether node a is in

T:

to stay or must be dropped as a redundant

unary node. Letting S(a), S£{o..) and SH(a.) (with o;'e of the two latter possibly
empty) be the necklace-structured sets of segments of-length
taining, respectively. to the subtrees of

Tz

rooled at

.

Ct,

I fr(cx) I

and per-

LSON(a). and RSON(a)

(again. LSON or RSON may be empty), and assuming without loss of generality

.

[SL{a)[:=!:: (SR{ct) I, the task to be performed at ~ can be decomposed into the
following sub tasks:
1.

(UERGE) - if both SR(Q) and SL(Q) are nonempty. then merge SR(Q)
into SL(cc.) by inserting one leaf at a time in succession, thus producing
the necklace-structured set S(a) (as a byproduct of the merge, we get
the value of C,(W(Q))).

2.

(DELETE) - else ( Q has only one son) if C,(W(Q» = C,( W(SON(Q))) then
delete a.; otheMrise assign to

3.

Q.

weight C2 ( W(a).

(CLIMB) - Determine the node

/I

to be considered next as FATHER{a.)

and. if such node does not exist in
that inserts auxiliary nodes).

To:;.

create it (this is the mechanism

Use S(a.) to construct a necklace-

structured set to be called Sdv) or SR(V) according to whether ex
LSON(v) or

Q

= RSON(v).

=

- 25-DELE-TE-is-a-trivial-subta3k:.-In-the-hypathesis-that-both-LSON(a)-and------ -----

RSON(a) exist. we first analyze the mechanism giving rise to the necklaces at

Cl

during the execution of MERGE.

MERGE
With the approach of inserling-SR(a) into St(ll.) leaf-by-Leaf in sequence, the
initial condition - Le.• prior to this merging operation - is given by the sequence

of segments. of length 1W(a.) I. in positions
It is convenient to define

~

Ii Ii

is a leaf of SL(a.).j

the empty necklace. whose parity is trivially

even (zero). It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 0 that no segment from
SR (a.) being inserted may fall entirely witb.in the span. of a necklace ,in SL Ca.}. In

fact no such segment may fall entirely within the span of a run of segments. of

Thus each segment i (originating from a leaf of SR(a» always bridges two

necklaces, 111 and 112. both of which. may be empty. The two necklaces '771 and '772
are concatenated by segment i into a new necklace TT, which cont.ains all the
segments of 111 and 712. in addition to segment i. We also have: paritY(11) ;;;: [parilY(7J1)

+

paritY(172)

+ 1]

(mod. 2). Notice that all segments retain their original

parity, except when paritY(1h)=O. in which case. the masters of 112 become slaves
and 'lJice versa. Finally. it is straightforward to prove the following:

Lemma4:

Segment i belongs to the compact W(a)-tagging of x if and only if
its insertion bridges two even necklaces of SL(et).

Lemma 4. whose proof is left as an exercise. provides the desired criterion for
the computation of C2 ( W(a»: assuming that the value of C2 {Y/(a»

has been

updated for all segments preceding segment i in S. then the latter contributes
a unit increment to the count if it bridges two even necklaces of SL(a).
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nonempty necklace, then i is by definition the origin or the detector of a repetition of z. This latter might call for the insertion of auxiliary nodes in T;::: at some
later step; thus all the relevant information must be kept for possible later use.

The above remark is. of use when analyzing- the third subtask. ClJMB. As.
outlined before, the first step to be carried out here. is the identification of

FATHER(,,). If We,,) =vv', with v' a prefu: of v. v 2 e:V. and
in

T:.

Iv I > I W(FATHER(,,) I

then an auxiliary node is inserted in the proper locus of

'IJ

and becomes

FATHER(,,) = v. Otherwise FATHER(,,) in f. will coincide with FATHER(,,) in T._
The next task is to update the-oecklace-structured set Sea) to obtain S(v). This

,

process can be viewed as the contraction-of each segment of Sea) to achieve its

new length

I W(II) I < I Weal I;

however. in this process some overlaps may disap·

pear, so that some necklaces of Sea} may break. The parities of the result.ing
fragments (which are necklaces of S (v» have to be correctly set to obtain the

desired S(v).
We now concentrate on the mechanics of this segment contraction. 'We only
need to examine the left-to-right sequence of the segments whose contraction
cleaves a necklace of S (a,).
Let then i be the generic such segment and assume that the necklace
structure to the left of i has reached its final status. If i had a detector j in a
necklace 71 of S(a), then 71 splits

DOW

in two nonempty necklaces 711 and

becoming the last segment in 711 and j the first segment of

7]2'

7]2,

i

In addition, if j

was a slave in '1'/. then all slave segments in 7]117]2 become master and vice versa..
If (m,k) is the span of 71 and C2 '. C2 " are, respectively. the sizes of the compact

rY(v)-taggings of x(l,k) before and after the contraction of i, this mar result in

- 27-

C2 ':!.-=-C2 '-+-1.-as-the-following-example-shows-.---.--- --- - ------

Example 3:

Let z-=a b a.a a b a a. a. b a. a. ab a. baa a.b .etaa b a.u. ab a. Since
[I.e_a; ~a baa. 'aI;ld ~ b a. a.a. b ~:b both are in ~. then a. b a. a. a b a
bas a proper locus a in T=. It is easy to see that W a b a a a b has
no proper locus in T=" However. since W is also the root of a
repetition of z. then W might require a proper locus v in the :MAST
of x. In climbing from ex to v, all segments in the (unique) necklace 7] of S (a) undergo one unit contraction (refer to Fig. 9: master

segments of 11 are shown solid; the bottom alignment displays the
new tagging of
ments of 1]).

%

which results from the contraction of all seg·

abaaabaaabaaahabaaabaaabaaaba

i

Segment: -i

·,,•
•

I I

- --_ ..

• > ..'

'"<c''''' '~-I

, I

,-;.

-:---"-

. I - fool- ----1,...---1..;... 1-1'-'----II "="""-=AA..

Figure 9
The effect of the contraction of segments in a necklace.

Scanning the segments of '11 from left to right, we see that. after
the contraction of each of the first two segments of '11. we have
Ce";;;; C2 ';;;; 3. Hoy{ever. the contraction of. segment i cleaves segment j, which was formerly a slave segment of 7]. In this particular
example, the parity switching of all segments to the right of j
brings the rightmost segment of 7] into the PI (v)-tagging of %.
whence C2 ";;;; C2 '+1;;;;4.
Lemma 5:

C 2 " ;;;; C2'+ 1 if and only if j is a slave in 7] and 7]2 is an odd necklace.

PrOOf:
If j is a master segment of 7] then the contraction of the (Slave)

segment i has no effect on the tagging and. obviously, C2 ";;;; C2 '. If
j is a slave in 7], and 712 is an even necldace. then exchanging the

role of master and slave leaves in 7]n712 will not augment the tagging since there are as many slaves in 112 as there are masters. On

- 28the other hand. if j is a slave in 7J and

7]2

is odd. then the number

of slave segments in l1n7]2 exceeds by one that of master segments.
Since the parity of such segments __switch in the transition from ."

-8'---

- - - - - - - - - -to-'fJ2.,---aD.---extra-segment-resultsin---the-tagging-.

s.

CONCLUSION
A suitably augmented version of the sufiL"{ tree associated with a terlstring

·29·
%

is well suited to store the statistics without overlap of all substrings of z. The

space required is shown here to be O(nlogn). However. the existence of strings
-----:requiring--15-(-n-log-n-)-space-is-stillan-open---problem;.. -Tb:En~onstructi(m-of-th-e-a:ug·~-~--

mented suffi.'t tree in its minimal form can be carried: out almost straightforwardly in time O(n 2). This paper was devoted to studying the structural proper-

ties of clusters of overlapping occurrences of the same substring in the textstring, as well as to analyzing the dynamic behavior of such clusters.
Apart fr'om the intrinsic combinatorial iriterest of this investigation, the

algorithmic criteria derived here can be exploited to set up a more efficient
computation of the statistics without overlap, as we will 'show in a forthco.m.i.Dg
paper.
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